
Date Road Enquiry 
 
07-04-14 
 

 
M6 J18 

 
Details: There are a large number of rapidly growing pot holes developing between lanes 2 & 3 on the north bound carriageway 
from J18 for approximately 3 miles. These are making lane changing between these lanes dangerous particularly on a motorbike 
and are getting to a size where they will start to cause damage to tyres and suspension when hit. They are already making control 
when changing lane difficult. An accident waiting to happen. 
 
Easting: 374192 
Northing: 368075 
Latitude: 53.2091119197063 
Longitude: -2.38787967260738 
Nearest road to the pin placed on the map (automatically generated by Bing Maps): M6, Middlewich, CW10 9 
Nearest postcode to the pin placed on the map (automatically generated): CW10 9LR (394m away) 
 

01-05-14 
 

M6 J19 Customer called to report a pothole/poor road surface.  Lane- 2/3 approx 1 mile stretch.  
Approximate size of pothole- alot of potholes along white lines so cant be seen easily large enough in size to knock down 
motorcycle. Marker post? n/a. Any other comments? just after J19 S/B.  
 

06-05-14 M6 J19 I wish to report severe defects in the road surface of the M6 Southbounnd carriageway. There are several large areas of the top 
surface worn away in lanes 2 and 3 approx. 1.5 miles North of J18. I drive this section of motorway most days and these holes, each 
several square meters, have been getting progressively worse and in my opinion are dangerous. Please can you inspect the 
carriageway and effect repair?  
 

07-05-14 M6 J18 I would like to make you aware of a number of pot hols (large) on the northbound and southbound carriageways of the M6 
between Junc 18 & Junc 19.  
This morning whilst travelling north I was changing lanes and hit one of the above mentioned holes causing my tyre to blowout, 
holes like these are bad enough on A roads but when you hit one at 70mph on a motorway it borders on dangerous and is only a 
matter of time before a serious incident occurs especially if a motorbike were to hit one. 
The hole I hit this morning was approx. 3 miles south of Knutsford services heading northbound side and will now cost the business 
the price of a new tyre in excess of £100. 
 

27-06-14 M6 J20 I am sending this email as I travel on the m6 daily between jct20 and jct2. With the road works that has gone on for months with 
the bridge joints I would like to make you aware that part of this repair approx 150 yards before the exit slip for jct21 in the first 
lane it seems to be coming away, which after only a couple of months since the repair to me it doesn't look like it is going to last 
long before it's going to require replacement again. As a I am a maintenance manager I would not find this acceptable from any 



subcontractor in such a short time since the replacement. Also I feel that on the slip road at the same junction the last join just 
under the overhead signs should also be investigated as that looks to be of a poor standard too. 
 

17-09-14 M6 J18 Caller is enquiring about when a 'degradation' of the carriageway will be repaired, as it has been there for some time. It is a large 
hole, approximately 2metres by 3 metres, 1.5 miles before J18 in the outside lane, southbound. Caller  said that the size makes it 
extremely dangerous, particularly to motorists 

01-12-14 M6 J19 Customer called to advise there is a 40ft stretch of motorway with the surface breaking up.. leading to pot holes and unsafe driving 
especially for bikers.  advised it is approx 1.5 miles before jct 18 
 

23-02-15 M6 J20 M6 Northbound J20 to J36  
Dear Sir / Madam having driven on the M6 this weekend there are numerous potholes / defects on lanes 1/2 of the Northbound 
M6 carriageway between J20 & J36. Please could you advise what policy that the Highways Agency has for inspecting the 
carriageway and progressing repairs in a timely manner before they become a hazard to traffic? Thanks. 
 

26-02-15 M6 J18 Hi, Last Thursday 19th Feb at about 9 pm whilst driving back from London in my car I hit large pothole at above location in outside 
lane ( nearest to central reserve ). I did not see any warning signs and it seems as it was deep pothole it could not have appeared 
suddenly. Could you please investigate and let me know if and when this was reported by other drivers and why there was no 
warning signs?  I am going to take my car to the garage tomorrow and see if there is damage and if there is then I intend to make 
claim for the damage. Please advise me whom to contact for the claim. Thanks 
 

24-03-15 M6 Can you tell me when the surface of the M6 leading from Holmes Chapel to the turn off for Warrington is going to be replaced. At 
the moment there are terrible pot holes developing on this stretch of the M6 
 

09-03-14  POTHOLE  Customer called to report a pothole/poor road surface. Please fill in relevant details above and below. Lane- 1 
Approximate size of pothole- several yards of sporadic pot holes  
Marker post? M6280 and M6281.5 
Any other comments? also large pothole 50 metres prior to J19 northbound at Knutsford Service station by 1st count down marker 
post.   
Customer feels these potholes are dangerous as they are pulling you into lane 2 and as restricted width even more so. 
 

 

 


